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ABSTRACT. Gauss's first proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra is

shown to be related to basic properties of free groups.

While perusing Struik's book [5, pp. 115ff.], we observed that Gauss's original

proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, [1, pp. 1-31], appeared to bear

upon criteria for words in a free group to represent the identity element. Here we

explain this observation. It is remarkable that Gauss himself was not able to fill in

the details, except to give a plausibility argument at the point in the proof where

the free group enters; the deep point in this argument involves the geometry of

the 2-cell, especially a version of the Jordan Curve Theorem which is used in the

geometric theory of free groups.

Consider the free group F freely generated by elements x and y.

LEMMA 1.   Let
w = x£iy£2y£3 ■■■x£4"-ly£4n G F,

where ei = ±1 for all i.  Then w ^ 1.

This is immediate since the word w is a normal form.

LEMMA 2. Let n distinct points Pi,P2,... ,Pn be fixed in order around the unit

circle in C. Assign to Pi the label A,, where Aj is one of the letters x,x~%, y, or

y~1. A necessary and sufficient condition that the word AiA2---An represent 1

in F is that there exists a family of pairwise disjoint arcs Í properly imbedded in

the unit disc in C with the set of end points of the arcs equal to the set of points

{Pi ,P2,... ,Pn} such that if A is any arc of Í and L is the label of one end point

of A, then L~l is the label of the other end point of A.

This criterion follows from the results of [2, §3].
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THEOREM.   Let f(z) = zn + aizn~l H-\-an, with ai G C and n > 1.  Then

f has a root in C.

PROOF. Write / = g + ih, where g, h: C —* R are the real and imaginary parts

of /. Gauss's idea was to examine the real algebraic sets g~*(0) and /i_1(0) and

to claim, by a "geometría situs" argument, that these sets must intersect. Gauss's

intuition was correct. Here is how we make this argument precise:

As functions of 6, the expressions r~ng(re%6) and r~nh(rel6) converge uniformly,

as r ^ +00, to cos nö and sin nö, respectively; in addition, the derivatives with

respect to 6 converge uniformly to the derivatives of these functions. It follows that

on a circle of large radius R, the roots of g and of h are each 2n in number; the

roots of g alternate with the roots of h in order around the circle. Furthermore,

this pattern of roots is stable: There is 6 > 0 such that, if e is any constant with

\e\ < 6, then the roots of g — e and of h - e exhibit the same pattern.

Now, assume that for all z G C, f(z) ± 0. Thus, <7-1(0) n /i-1(0) = 0. Let

M = {zeC: |z| < R}, and restrict g and h to M. By Sard's Theorem, [4, p. 47],

the critical values of g\M and h\M are both of measure zero. Thus we may choose

e > 0, sufficiently small so that

(1) g~x(e) and h_1(e) are 1-manifolds properly imbedded in M.

(2)g-1(e)nh~l(e) = 0.

(3) The set g~l(e)r\dM is close to g-1(0)C\dM, and similarly the set h~l(e)f\dM

is close to h~1(0) DdM.

Now for each arc component of g~*(e), label one end point x and the other one

x~l. For each arc component of h_1(e), label one end point y and the other one

y~l. The resulting cyclic word around dM is one of the form

w = x£,y£2x£3 ■■■x£4"-ly£4n.

Hence w ^ 1 by Lemma 1. But the arcs of the collections g_1(e) and h~l(e)

satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Thus w = 1. This contradiction establishes the

theorem.

REMARK. A modern guide to literature on the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra

can be found in [3].
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